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Abiye Membere, managing director, Nigerian Petroleum Development Company, NPDC, speaks with Maureen Chigbo,
general editor, on the operations of NPDC and how it is poised to become the sixth largest oil producing company in the
world. Excerpts:
Newswatch: Could you give us an overview of what NPDC does? Membere: NPDC is the upstream subsidiary of
NNPC. So, we operate like any of the other oil and gas producing companies like ExxonMobil, Shell, Chevron. Our main
operation is focusing on the upstream and soft surface side of the oil and gas business. From exploration, drilling
production and marketing of oil and gas, that&rsquo;s our core business. In addition to that, we focus on human capacity
building and also on our core social responsibilities and work with the communities and in ensuring that we work in a
seamless co-operation in the terrains that we work. Newswatch: You produce 70,000 barrels per day and hope to
increase it to 250,000 in five years. Where are you now? Membere: We are currently producing over 115,000 barrels of
oil per day and about 200 million standard cubic feet of gas per day. My expectation is that by 2014, we will be able to
meet our 2015 target of 250,000 barrels of oil equivalent. That&rsquo;s a combination of both oil and gas. Hopefully,
before the end of the year based on our work programme, we should be able to get to the 200,000 barrels equivalent of
oil and gas. The 250,000 barrels per day oil equivalent, if we don&rsquo;t meet it by 2013, we will meet it hopefully, by
2014. Newswatch: The last time you spoke to us, you had drawn a connection between growing your production and
reserve portfolio. Where are you now with your reserve portfolio? Membere: Our reserve portfolio increased significantly
based on the 55 percent equity assigned to NPDC as part of the Shell divestment in five of the blocks OML 26, 30, 34,
40 and 42. That significantly increased our reserved base to 1.7 million barrels per reserve and 4 tcf of gas. So, our
reserve base increased significantly. What we are trying to do now is to take the opportunity we have based on this huge
reserve base to ensure that we increase our production within the shortest possible time. That is why you are seeing the
earlier achievement of the 250,000 barrels. Instead of 2015, we are going to achieve it in 2014, if not 2013.
Newswatch: Where are you regarding funding the projects at the moment? Membere: We have two basic models for
funding the projects. One is the NPDC capitalisation approach where we are working with Standard Chartered Bank to
finance most of our projects which is for the medium to longer term basis. On the short-term basis, we have the strategic
alliances that will take care of the financing of these projects. So currently, financing of the new assets is not an issue at
all. In short term we have solved the problem. On longer term, we are currently being evaluated by major consultants like
the Gaslink for our reserve. We have Shaw Consultants International Inc. for our technical processes and review. We
also have the Environmental Resource Management Limited, ERM, that is doing the environment and community
relations aspect of assessing NPDC in respect to give us external financing. The last of the bit is what is being evaluated,
which is the legal piece. Initially, it was waved but later on they decided that they have to evaluate our legal processes
and immediately we moved on to carry out a tender &ndash; a commercial evaluation. As soon as we finish the
evaluation, then we have to have a consultant that is going to look at the legal processes and procedures applicable to
NPDC. As soon as that one is done, we are ready to start having financing based on our rating by these four core
competent groups.
Newswatch: You have strategic partnership with SINOPEC, Chevron and Shell. How far have you
gone with the agreement you signed not too long ago with them? Membere: Just to correct you on that, we don&rsquo;t
have strategic partnership with Shell and Chevron. What we have is that we are operating some of the fields on behalf of
the NNPC/Chevron joint venture, JV, like the Aroh-2. We are also operating the Egbema which is the NNPC/Shell JV
which is currently being operated by NPDC. Those two fields are part of capacity development for NPDC which started
way back in 2006/2007. We are still operating that. On SINOPEC, yes, we have strategic alliance on&hellip; in which
they are going to start the exploration and production phase, after which they will handover operatorship to NPDC. They
are also doing the financing on those two companies. Those are the relationships we have with SINOPEC, Shell and
Chevron.
Newswatch: I recall that getting the early production facility on stream was quite a huge part of your
production...What has happened to that? Has it been commissioned? Membere: Yes, but there are two parts to it. The
early production facility has the oil part and also the gas. The oil part has been completed. We are about to complete the
gas. The gas part has not been completed, so we can go full blast on the DPF for the oil. The oil part is completed and
commissioned. It is currently working on a minimal scale to avoid huge gas flare. Hopefully, by the end of August or
September, the gas fills would be completed and then the DPFL would be in full production mode. All the wells to fill the
DPFL has been built and completed and because of the environmental concern, we are putting them just to run the
facility and to allow it stay idle. But the DPF is there completed, the IGHF, the first phase will start in April/May and the
final phase will be in September.
Newswatch: What is IGHF? Membere: Integrated Gas Funding Facility.
Newswatch: You recall also &hellip;there is a huge issue with your approval limits and how it impedes work. What has
happened to that? Has something been done? Membere: There was a process to increase the authority limit of NNPC
subsidiaries to enable them function more optimally and effectively. So, approval was obtained from the federal executive
council to be able to increase that limit of $2 million for the management executive committee. It is not for the managing
director but for the committee to be able to react to operational issues as quickly as possible and also reduce the
workload that goes to the corporate headquarters of the NNPC board. That has been implemented way back in 2011
last year. It has actually freed up a lot of operational inefficiency where you have to go to Abuja when we had N5 million
approval limit.
Newswatch: Let&rsquo;s look at what you inherited. I know you have cultural issues, issues of
professionalism. I know that you have set out to enhance your access to data. Where are we with those two issues?
Membere: Culture is sometimes difficult to change because it is deep-rooted in the way people behave. We take one
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step at a time. We are fully aware of the transformation in respect to culture. It&rsquo;s one of the most difficult things to
change. But based on our advocacy, trying to ensure that we work the way that is best for NPDC and ensure that
efficiency and new ways of doing business is enshrined in NPDC, we are taking our time to fix those areas. We are
looking at people with commercial mindset, completely different from the government way of doing business. We are
working closely with the transformation group in Abuja. We are doing this one at a time to make sure we get the desired
cultural change and make NPDC more efficient and more professional organisation that will compete in the industry both
in Nigeria and outside the country. In respect to data, they said data is knowledge, so one of the few things we did in
2010 when I took over was to set up the data base management unit, to be able to collate data and provide easy access
to information. So, we continuously worked on it. We are looking at a major database management system that will also
include our procurement processes, our contract processes so that in single work station, you will be able to get all the
information you need in timely and more efficient manner.
Newswatch: You have experience in gas commercialisation
and utilisation. How have you used this experience to operate in the industry and in the management of the gas
challenges we are having in the country now? Membere: In a couple of ways. NPDC is committed to domestic gas
supply to the federal government by committing to about 65 million standard cubic of gas to the power plant. That is the
IGHF I talked about. Hopefully, by May we will start to supply about 40 million and come September, we will reach our
100 million standard cubic feet of gas to the domestic market. I recall some three weeks ago, there was the ministerial
committee, involving the power and the petroleum ministries, which was set up to look at ways of enhancing the gas
supply needs to the domestic market. We are doing a review with the president tomorrow. NPDC is looking inward to
supply additional 100 million to increase its previous obligation from 65 to 200 million standard cubic feet of gas by 2013.
Newswatch: How do you cope with this problem of gas flaring which is prevalent in the industry? Membere: Well, we
are not coping. Coping is that you will continue to flare. Our objective is to ensure that we flare out. That was the first
phase of the flare out on OML 111. We will start this year. We are working closely with other partners in OML119 which is
offshore to make sure we stop the flare and commercialise the gas. Discussions with Total has gone a long way to
designing a 16-inch offshore pipeline that is going to carry it to the &hellip;&hellip;&hellip;.and then a swap arrangement
is currently being discussed. As soon as that is concluded, hopefully by 2013, the offshore flare will be eliminated. That is
our objective. Newswatch: I am aware that the Ogoni fields used to be part of the growth aspiration of the NPDC. What
has happened to that arrangement? Is it still on the table? Membere: We have to correct that. Ogoni field was not part
of NPDC growth aspiration. It&rsquo;s a way of ensuring that the fields in Ogoni don&rsquo;t lie too idle. Over 50 years
there has seen no production and part of the win-win or compromise to the solution, it was expedient for the national
company like NPDC to take over operatorship of the block on behalf of NNPC, Shell and the other partners. That way,
we will continue to operate the block on behalf of the partners as we are doing in Egbema and Aroh for Chevron. So,
going into the Ogoni blocks won&rsquo;t add any production to NPDC production or reserve base. Rather it is going to
be a way of continuously showcasing NPDC&rsquo;s capability in operatorship of assets in Niger Delta.
Newswatch: Is
that not on the card any more? Membere: It is still on the card. We are trying to prepare the relevant documents.
Hopefully, before the end of the year, we are looking towards going into Ogoni, trying to look into the community and
environmental issues, and then design a platform for us to start the Ogoni phase.
Newswatch: Running an
organisation like this is not a child&rsquo;s play. What has been the major challenges you&rsquo;ve had since you
assumed office? Membere: The major challenge is transiting from a high paper industry to electronic industry which is
one of the core changes that is going to make you compete effectively. Two: we have a challenge with respect to a
befitting office. We operate from three different locations in Benin alone. We have an office in Warri, we also have an
office in Port Harcourt. Operating within Benin alone from three different locations is a very big challenge. We are happy
that the federal executive council has given approval for the NPDC headquarters building. We&rsquo;ve discussed with
the engineering and technical department on the take off of the building project. It is estimated that within 24 months, we
will have a seven storey edifice where everybody will be in the same building so that you can work effectively because
the traffic time from one meeting point to another takes a lot of time. Secondly, we are in Benin where the out bound
flight outside Benin is a big struggle. So, there is a lot of time being wasted when employees try to move either to Lagos
or Abuja to meet up some obligations or discussions either with corporate or with partners. So, there is that need for
major upgrades of the Benin facility to accommodate more flights. If you have to go to Port Harcourt, you make a round
trip. You have the option of either going to Lagos or then catching a flight to Port Harcourt because the Warri bound flight
to Port Harcourt is only 4 p.m. every day and it&rsquo;s only one flight. Most time it is not regular. So, getting out of
Benin to meet your contractual obligations, meeting of partners, discussions is also a major challenge.
Newswatch:
What do you like Nigerians to know about NPDC and how soon are we going to be operating at the level of Petrobras.
How soon are we going to meet that international standard with the NPDC? Membere: Like I said earlier, if you have to
test the depth of water, you don&rsquo;t use two legs, if not, you get drown. Our current strategy is to consolidate our
national competency and improve our production for the short and medium-term. As I said earlier, our core objective is to
move from seventh position to sixth position. Currently, we&rsquo;ve supposed to close that gap. We are looking towards
Agip and hopefully, if things work well, we will be able to surpass Agip and then consolidate our operational efficiency
before we start to inch outside to international operations. It takes time. We are not in a hurry. We are all building blocks.
We take one building block at a time and improve on our efficiency, improve on our office, improve on our IT and most
important of all, improve on our human capacities or the workforce. Newswatch: Is there any other information you will
want Nigerians to know about NPDC? Membere: Over the years, we&rsquo;ve done our operations in over five or six
states. We operate in Edo, we operate in Delta, Bayelsa, Rivers, Imo. We have spread out with new blocks. We are
consolidating within the Delta fronts. However, we have some partnership relations within the deep water. Our corporate
social responsibility has been intact. We&rsquo;ve not had any major disagreement with host communities. We will
continue to work with host communities to ensure that they benefit from the oil and gas activities in their area. We will
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continue to emphasise our core skill which is working with the host communities. I guess that is why the Ogoni field is
being handed to us to go and demonstrate our good community relations performance.
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